Regis College
EXCELLENCE IN TI-lE JESUIT TRADITION

1982--83 BULLETIN SUPPLEMENT

COLLEGE CALENDAR
1982

FIRST SEMESTER

Aug. 28-Aug .31
Aug. 29
Aug. 30-Aug. 31
Aug. 30-Aug. 31
Sept. 1
Sept. 2
Sept. 3-10
Sept. 6
Sept. 17
Sept. 28
Oct. 9
Oct. 18-21
Oct. 25
Nov. 5
Nov. 25-Nov. 28*

Freshman Orientation
Freshman Testing
Freshman Advising and Registration
Financial Clearance
Classes Begin and Late Registration
Mass of the Holy Spirit
Drop/Add
Labor Day Holiday
Last Day U. R. E. Sign Up
Last Day 25\ Refund
U.R.E.
Mid-semester Examinations
Mid-semester Holiday
Last Day for Course Withdrawal
Thanksgiving vacation - Begins after
last day class of Nov. 24
Classes Resume
Semester Examinations
Quick Clearance
December Graduation
Christmas and Semester vacation
(Residence Halla close 5:00 p.m. Dec.l81

Nov. 29
Dec. 13-17
Dec. 27
Dec. 18-Jan. 9

SECOND SEMESTER

1983
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb .

9
9
10
12-18
14

7
12
21-25
26-Mar . 6*

Mar . 7
Mar. 18
Apr. 1-3*
Apr. 4
Apr. 25-29
Apr. 30-May 1

New Student Advising and Registration
Financial Clearance
Classes Begin and Late Registration
Drop/Add
Last Day U.R . E. Sign Up
Last Day 25\ Refund
U. R.E.
Mid-semester Examinations
Mid-semester Break - Begins after last
day class Feb. 25
Classes Resume
Last Day for Course Withdrawal
Easter Break - Begins after last day
class Mar. 31
Classes Resume
Semester Examinations
commencement Weekend
(Residence Halls close Noon May 21

SUMMER SESSION 1983 TO BE ANNOUNCED
*Dorms will remain open.
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION
<Data in this section were correct as of the date of printing. The
right to subsequently modify the data is reserved by Regis College.)
STUDENT FEES PER SEMESTER FOR 1981-82
Admission Fee (one time only, non - refundable)
$
20.00
Tuition:
Full-time (12-18 hours)
2,580.00
Part-time <per credit hour)
161. 00
Overload (per credit hour over 18 per sem.)
161.00
Other Academic Fees:
Health and Counseling Service (if registered
45.00
for 12 or more credit hours>
Language Lab
25.00
Science Lab
50.00
Computer Use
25 . 00
Student Teaching
120.00
Graduation <graduating seniors)
50.00
Course Change <each time)
5.00
Course Withdrawal
5.00
Late Registration (per day)
10.00
Commitment Program
150.00
Transcript <first one free)
4.00
I.D. Replacement
10.00
Applied Music
70.00
Room:
DeSmet and O' Connell Halls
Double occupancy
710.00
Regular single occupancy (designed for
780.00
one student)
Large single occupancy <one student occupy- 1,170.00
ing a room designed for two students)
West Hall
Double occupancy per room (two-room
885.00
carpeted suites with bath)
Board:
10 Meals per week
650 .00
15 Meals per week
700.00
20 Meals per week
750.00
8 Meals per week plus $85. in food coupons
700.00
Student Activity Fee
Full-time Student
30.00
Part-time Student
27.00
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WITHDRAWAL FROM A COURSE OR THE COLLEGE
The official date of withdrawal from the college or from a course is
the date specified by the Registrar on the official Withdrawal from
the College form or Withdrawal from a course form. Tuition will be
refunded according to the following schedule , should the student
withdraw on or before the dates indicated:
\ of
Refund
Spring
Fall
Time of Withdrawal
Tuition:
Through last day of official Drop/Add period

Full less
deposit

Sept.lO

Jan.l7

sept.l3
through
Sept . 28

Jan.l8
through
Feb . 6

Aug. 31

Jan.9

During first & second
week of sen. through

Sept.l4

Jan.21

75\

During third & fourth
week of sem. through

Sept . 28

Feb.4

50\

During fifth through
eighth week of sem. through

oct.26

Mar.4

25\

First business day after
Drop/ Add period through
end of first 25\ of sem.
Housing Charge:
Prior to first
day of classes

Housing Deposit:
Prior to May 1 for new
students; prior to July 1
for returning students;
prior who Dec. 1 for all
students who intend to move
on campus mid-year

Full
None

Subsequent to above dates

During first & second
week of sem . through

Full less
deposit

None

Subsequent to above
dates

Meals Charge:
Prior to first day of
classes

25\

Aug.31

Jan . 9

Full

Sept.l4

Jan . 21

75\
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Meals Charge Continued:

Fall

Spring

% of

Refund

During third & fourth
week of semester through

Sept . 28

Feb.4

50%

During fifth through eighth
week of semester through

Oct.26

Mar .4

25%

Subsequent to above dates

None

Fees:
Through last day of official
Drop/Add period
Subsequent to above dates

Sept .lO

Jan.l7

Full
None

For full-time student, tuition is not refunded on the occasion of
withdrawing from a course. Room and board are pro-rated per
contract. No other charges are refundable or adjustable.
HEALTH AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE
Student health and accident insurance coverage is, optionally,
available. Student may register for this insurance coverage at
finalization. Present cost is $51.00 per semester , or $146 . 00 for
an entire calendar year.
Advanced Deposits:
For first time students {new, transfer and non-degree students)
applying for the fall of 1983 and thereafter who plan to live on
campus , a total deposit of $200 . 00 is required. This $200 . 00
consists of a $50.00 room reservation deposit, a $50 . 00 dorm damage
deposit and a $100.00 academic deposit. For first time students
applying for the fall of 1983 and thereafter who do not plan to live
on campus , an academic deposit of $100.00 is required . For
returning dorm residents , a $50.00 room reservation deposit is
required to be submitted with the signed housing contract for the
upcoming semester.
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COMMUNICATION ARTS MAJOR
HUMAN COMMUNICATIONS Emphasis:
Lower Division:
Must take 3 of 4 options:
CA 230 MASS MEDIA
CA 306 PERSUASION
CA 310 THEORIES OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION
CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATRE
or
CA 222 HISTORY OF THE THEATRE I
Upper Division:
Communication Theory
Required:
Must take 1 or 2 of:

*Prerequisite:
**Prerequisite:
***Prerequisite:
****Prerequisite:
*****Prerequisite:
Public Address
Must take 2 or 3 of:

* CA 405 ARGUMENTATION
•• CA 404 ADVANCED PUBLIC SPEAKING
*** CA 409 RHETORICAL CRITICISM
••••• CA 4031E-G DEBATE & FORENSIC PARTICIPATION
**** CA 412 HISTORY OF AMERICAN PUBLIC ADDRESS
**** CA 413 WOMEN OF THE AMERICAN PLATFORM
CA 210 SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS
CA 210 SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS and Instructor approva
CA 306 PERSUASION
CA 306 PERSUASION or Instructor approval
Instructor approval

CA 400 INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
CA 414 SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION
CA 418 ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION
CA 490 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN COMMUNICATION
ARTS
* CA 498K INTERNSHIP IN ORGANIZATIONAL
COMMUNICATION
*Prerequisite: CA 310 THEORIES OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION

Mass Media
Must take 1 or 2 of:

*
*
*
*

* CA
* CA
* CA
* CA
*Prerequisite: CA 230 MASS

415 COMMUNICATION LAW
416 PUBLIC RELATIONS
458 MEDIA AS AN INSTITUTION
474 ADVERTISING
MEDIA
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COMMUNICATION ARTS MAJOR
MASS MEDIA Emphasis:
Low r Division:
Must take 3 of 4 options:

CA 230 MASS MEDIA
CA 306 PERSUASION
CA 310 THEORIES OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION
CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THEATRE
or
CA 222 HISTORY OF THEATRE I

Upper Division:
Mass Media Theory
Required:
Must tak

1 or 2 of:

*Prerequisite:
**Prerequisite:

* CA 415 MASS COMMUNICATION LAW
** CA
* CA
* CA
* CA
CA 230 MASS
CA 230 MASS
LAW

449 MEDIA RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
458 MEDIA AS AN INSTITUTION
464 FILM CRITICISM
474 ADVERTISING
MEDIA
MEDIA and CA 415 MASS COMMUNICATION

Mass Media Application
Must take 2 or 3 of:

*Prerequisite:
**Prerequisite:
***Prerequisite:
****Prerequisite:

*** CA 416 PUBLIC RELATIONS
* CA 442 BROADCAST PRACTICES AND PROBLEMS
**** CA 443 MEDIA MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMICS
* CA 445 MEDIA CONCEPTS AND CONSTRUCTION
** CA 475 NEWSWRITING AND REPORTING
CA 230 MASS MEDIA
CA 230 MASS MEDIA and CA 374 BASIC PRINT
JOURNALISM
CA 230 MASS MEDIA or CA 306 PERSUASION or CA 310
THEORIES OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION
CA 230 MASS MEDIA and CA 442 BROADCAST PRACTICES
AND PRINCIPLES

Human communication
Must take 1 or 2 of:

* CA 400 INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS
** CA 405 ARGUMENTATION
* CA 414 SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION
* CA 418 ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION
THEORIES OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION
*Prerequisite: CA 310 SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS
**Prerequisite: CA 210
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COMMUNICATION ARTS MAJOR
PUBLIC RELATIONS Emphasis
Lower Division:
Required:
Upper Division:
Required:
Human Communication
Must take 2 or 3 of:

CA 230 MASS MEDIA
CA 306 PERSUASION
CA 310 THEORIES OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION
CA 416 PUBLIC RELATIONS

* CA 400 INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
*** CA 405 ARGUMENTATION
* CA 414 GROUP COMMUNICATION
* CA 418 ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION
** CA 404 ADVANCED PUBLIC SPEAKING
*Prerequisite: CA 310 THEORIES OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION
**Prerequisite: CA 210 SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS and Instructor
approval
***Prerequisite: CA 210 SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS

Mass Media
Must take 2 or 3 of:

*Prerequisite:
**Prerequisite:
***Prerequisite:

* CA 442 BROADCAST PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES
* CA 445 MEDIA CONCEPTS AND CONSTRUCTION
* CA 458 MEDIA AS AN INSTITUTION
* CA 474 ADVERTISING
** CA 475 NEWSWRITING AND REPORTING
*** CA 498I INTERNSHIP IN PUBLIC RELATIONS
CA 230 MASS MEDIA
CA 230 MASS MEDIA and CA 374 BASIC PRINT
JOURNALISM
CA 416 PUBLIC RELATIONS
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COMMUNICATION ARTS MAJOR
THEATER Emphasis
Lower Division:
Required:
CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER
* CA 318 STAGE MOVEMENT
* CA 323 ACTING I
* CA 336 FUNDAMENTALS OF DIRECTING
* CA 3011E-I THEATRE PRACTICE 11-5 hrs. l
* CA 3201E-I BALLET TECHNIQUE 11-5 hrs. l
*Prerequisite: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER or Inatruetor
approval

u

H

R

Must take 2 of:

CA 230 MASS MEDIA
CA 306 PERSUASION
CA 310 THEORIES OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION

Upper Division :
Drama Theory
Must take 4 of:

** CA 430 HISTORY OF TilE THEATER
* CA 438 DRAMA CRITICISM
*** CA 439 PLAYWRITING
CA 490 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN C0.'!.'4UNICATIO UfS
* CA 495E GREAT PERIODS IN DRAMA I
* CA 495F GREAT PERIODS IN DRAMA II
*Prerequisite: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO TilE THEATER
**Prerequisite: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO TilE THEATER and CA 222
HISTORY OF THEATER
***Prerequisite: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO TilE TI!EATER and CA ll9
PLAYWRITING

Drama Practicum
Must take 2 of:

* CA 423 ACTING II
** CA 4364 DIRECTING TilE PLAY
*** CA 498J INTERNSHIP IN THEATER
*Prerequisite: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER and CA J2)
ACTING I
**Prerequisite: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER and CA ll
FUNDAMENTALS OF
DIRECTING
•""I
***Prerequisite: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO mE THEATER, CA lll ":"' et
or CA 336 FUNDAMENTALS OF DIRECTING, and IcJ.r'C
perm1ssion

Required:

CA 491 SENIOR PROJECT (Instruc t or perdas!OII
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COMMUNICATION ARTS
New Courses:
CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER (])
(Replaces CA 220 THEATRE ARTS as prerequisite to the Theater Major)
An introductory survey of the art of theater through discussions
about the fundamental elements of drama, acting and directing
techniques and the varying styles of both dramatic literature and
the visual stage . Selected readings from world drama.
CA 222 HISTORY OF THE THEATER (])
Survey course covers drama from Ancient Greece on through the
theater of Rome , medieval English , Italian and Spanish Renaissance,
French, English Restoration, Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century
Continental, Oriental, and Twentieth Century in America and abroad.
Students required to read one or more plays of each period.
Research projects explore theories of tragedy and comedy,
development of acting, directing, producing, writing, criticism.
E~phasis on social, religious, economic, political and cultural
heritage of each period.
CA 3011E-I THEATRE PRACTICE <ll
Participation in a play production by Regis College, either as an
actor or as an aide in the technical or backstage aspect. May be
taken a total of two semesters comprising a total of 2 credit hours.
Required of all Theater majors.
Prerequisite : CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER or Instructor
approval .
CA 306 PERSUASION (])
A study of persuasion from the early Aristotelian perspective of
ethos, pathos and logos to modern research in motivation. Models of
the persuasive process and language, nonverbal contexts, emotional
stimulation , proofs and reasoning, cultural premises and ethics of
persuasion. Theoretical constructs will be applied to persuasive
appeals in speaking , mass media and the theater.
CA 310 THEORIES OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION (])
Personal aspects of communication . An introduction to concepts and
related skills that define communication in a variety of
face-to -face contexts. Topics include models of communication,
language and meaning, nonverbal and verbal communication,
intrapersonal and small group communication, perception, and
establishing positive human relationships via communication.
CA 3182 STAGE MOVEMENT (2)
Practical instruction and practice in basic stage movement plus
training in stage choreography.
Prerequisite : CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER or Instructor
approval .
9

CA 3201E-I BALLET TECHNIQUE (1)
Cl~ss meets three times per week.
Basics of technique, terms IJid
et1quet~eoof ballet.
One paper. Fee.
Prerequ1s1 tes: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER and CA 318 STACE
MOVEMENT or Instructor approval.
CA 323 ACTING I (3)
Fundament~! acting pri~ciples , theories and practice emphasizing
both re~llZed and styllzed techniques in the playing of the £eriou
and com1c ro17. Studies in movement , pantomime, interpretation all4
charact7r~zat10n as applied to practical stage projects.
Prerequ1s1te: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER or Instructor
approval.
0

CA 3312 NEW YORK THEATER TOUR (2)
Spring semester only. Required classes prior
methods of criticizing a play and elements of
Two papers: one covering a Denver play before
comparative critique of two plays seen in New

to the trip cover
writing a play rniev.
trip, and a
York.

CA 336 FUNDAMENTALS OF DIRECTING (3)
Fundamentals of play direction
Concentration on terms and craft
rather than art of directing a play. Study of composition,
picturization, movement , pantomimic dramatization and rhythm,
history of directing, and great directors of last 100 years. Clan
meets one 3-hr. period per week.
Prerequisite: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THEATER or Instructor approvAl.
0

CA 339 PLAYWRITING I (3)
A reading course concentrating on all aspects of the formation of
drama. In-depth analysis of plays from Sophocles through
"Everyman , " oscar Wilde , congreve , Ibsen, Goldsmith, Shakespeare •
Chekov. Particular focus on plot, development of characters,
climax, exposition.
Prerequisite: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER or Instructor
approval.

f

CA 374 BASIC PRINT JOURNALISM (3)
Theory and function of good journalism. Introductory survey of 1 1
major skill areas of newspaper writing and production with
on skill development. Includes newsgathering an~ writtng, fest re
and editorial writing, editing and headline writlng, eopyreadl •
make-up and photo-journalism. Theory and function of good
journalism. Open to all students.
CA 400 INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION (3)
Through a variety of readings, research assignments and
intercultural communication experiences, this course will see
':'
0
bring the student to a greater sensi ti vi ty and insight •:1 "
peoples of the world see things differently. Projects w

i
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anticipate student's future career needs in communicating with
persons of other cultures or subcultures, plus heighten student ' s
awareness of own culture ' s communication patterns.
Prerequisite: CA 310 THEORIES OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION or Instructor
approval.
CA 4031E-G DEBATE AND FORENSIC PARTICIPATION Cll
Students who wish to participate in competitive debate and forensic
tournaments can earn up to 3 hrs. credit <1 credit per semester over
3 semesters) . Students will prepare at least one interpretation
event. Required attendance at minimum of two tournaments in order
to qualify for credit . Requires intensive preparation.
Prerequisite : Instructor approval.
CA 404 ADVANCED PUBLIC SPEAKING (3)
Analysis of the organization, support, language and delivery of
videotapes and manuscripts of sample speeches. Preparation of at
least two 15-20 minute videotaped presentations to be analyzed by
instructor and class. Class limited to 10-15 students.
Prerequisites : CA 210 SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS and Instructor approval.
CA 405 ARGUMENTATION (3)
Theory and practice. Study of Toulmin's theory of argumentation.
Critical decision making plus uses and limitations of evidence.
Debates on international, national and local issues, utilizing
principles of debate. Case construction, preparation of rebuttals
and oral presentation of arguments.
Prerequisite : CA 210 SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS.
CA 409 RHETORICAL CRITICISM (3)
Introduction to traditional methods and theory of criticism,
applying principles of classical rhetoric as well as considering
modern rhetorical critics . Students will read, discuss and write
critiques exemplifying Aristotle's criteria for effective rhetorical
discourse , the historical/critical approach, the experiential
school , the dramatistic school and the sociocultural-psychological
school of criticism.
Prerequisite: CA 306 PERSUASION.
CA 412 HISTORY OF AMERICAN PUBLIC ADDRESS (3)

A study of speakers from America past and present, including the
early colonial preachers, Boston Radicals of the Revolutionary
period, speakers of the constitutional conventions, Civil War
orators , FOR , JFK, and present speakers and their speeches.
Prerequisite: CA 306 PERSUASION or Instructor approval .

CA 413 WOMEN OF THE AMERICAN PLATFORM (3)
course will focus on speeches of women who spoke out for various
causes as our country grew, from Anne Hutchinson on through the 19th
century women's suffrage movement; 20th century advocates of peace,
suffrage and temperance; and the early feminist orators and their
11

opponents.
Prerequisite: CA 306 PERSUASION or Instructor approval.
CA 414 SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION (3)
Course will cover various elements of the group process: the
message, communicator, climate, norms, roles, cohesiveness and
conflict, problem solving, methods of discussion and small group
techniques. Students plan and present a group project and then
analyze the process in an individual final paper.
Prerequisite: CA 310 THEORIES OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION .

\
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CA 416 PUBLIC RELATIONS (3)
Introduction to field of public relations. Practical activities
include: how to prepare and write an analysis of a PR problem, set
up a news conference, establish and run a speaker's bureau, design
and produce a brochure, and edit an employee newsletter. Theory
includes history, purpose and processes of PR, tools, and practice.
Actual case studies discussed and analyzed. Guest speakers from
Denver PR community.
Prerequisite: CA 230 MASS MEDIA, CA 306 PERSUASION, or CA 310
THEORIES OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION.

v

CA 418 ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION (3)
Students will study organizational theories and apply them to
concepts of communication. Group projects required in which
students plan and execute a training function. Case studies
utilized for additional practical experience.
Prerequisite: CA 310 THEORIES OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION or Instructor
approval.
CA 422 ACTING TECHNIQUE WORKSHOP (3)
and
CA 4228 ACTING WORKSHOP (3)
Visiting professional artists train students in acting techniques in
an intensified time frame.
Prerequisites: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER, CA 323 ACTING I
and permission.
CA 423 ACTING II (3)
Theory and practice in the acting traditions of various period
styles in acting as well as the avante garde trends of contemporary
theatre. Cooperative classroom projects.
Prerequisites: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER and CA 323 ACTING
I.
CA 430 HISTORY OF THEATER (3)
A study of Greek Classical and Elizabethan Theater focusing on the
social, political, religious, cultural and economic conditions that
influenced them. In-depth comparisons will be drawn to theater of
today.
Prerequisites: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER and CA 222 HISTORY
12

I

OF THE THEATER.

\

I

CA 436 DIRECTING THE PLAY (3)
Each week students will present a scene or criticism and reworking.
A Play Production Book will be required. Major paper on one of the
great directors of the last 100 years , mastery of the craft a nd the
art of directing.
Prerequisites: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER and CA 336
FUNDAMENTALS OF DIRECTING.
CA 438 DRAMA CRITICISM (3)
Course will provide various critical structures from which drama can
be studied and evaluated. Practical projects including reviewing
contemporary theatrical productions.
Prerequisite: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER.
CA 439 PLAYWRITING II (3)
Concentration on practical aspects of playwriting. Writing
exercises stressing scenario, scene and character development,
exposition, climax. Special emphasis on television drama techniques.
Prerequisites: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER and CA 339
PLAYWRITING I or Instructor approval.
CA 442 BROADCAST PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES (3)
Basic study of the structure and function of TV and radio.
Broadcasting studied as an FCC franchised and licensed business, as
a social and a political institution, and a cultural phenomenon.
Local media practitioners and specialists will share their practical
experience with FCC regulations, business management and sales ,
programming, newswriting and direction. A 10-15 page analysis of a
TV or radio station covering station format, business practices , and
interviews with the management required.
Prerequisite: CA 230 MASS MEDIA or Instructor approval.
CA 443 MEDIA MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMICS (3)
course will examine business management criteria including
programming strategy, sale of time and space, and audience
evaluation. Guest speakers from local media management. A 10-12
page analysis of an aspect of media management, or the formulation
of a marketing strategy for a particular broadcast or print entity
will be required.
Prerequisites: CA 230 MASS MEDIA and CA 442 BROADCAST PRACTICES AND
PRINCIPLES, or Instructor approval .

'

CA 445 MEDIA CONCEPTS AND CONSTRUCTION (3)
An exploration of the conceptionalization process for the design of
Mass Media messages. Students will analyze the concept, idea and
purposes of messages from both commercial and programming side,
followed by study of methods and means of implementation,. Student
will construct either a 15-page commercial message (newspaper, radio
or TV adl or a program message (a pilot for a TV series, a screen
13

play or a radio drama l followed by a rationale for decisions made.
Prerequisite: CA 230 MASS MEDIA, or Instructor approval.
CA 449 MEDIA RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES (3)
A follow-up to CA 415 MASS COMMUNICATIONS LAW which addresses the
mandate of the First Amendment regarding Freedom of the Press,
focusing on the judicially defined function of the media to infora
the public on the issues necessary for intelligent participation in
democracy. Landmark Supreme Court cases will be studied.
Constitutional scholars and journalistic commentators will be read.
A minimum 12-page paper required.
Prerequisites: CA 230 MASS MEDIA and CA 415 MASS COMMUNICATIONS LAW,
or Instructor approval.

458 MEDIA AS AN INSTITUTION (3)
Focuses on the function of the media as a political, cultural
psychological institution. Examines theory that the audience
the media for purposes of satisfying needs and gratifications
multiple levels: for entertainment, enlightenment, education,
Prerequisite: CA MASS MEDIA, or Instructor approval.
CA

and
uses
at
etc.

CA 464 FILM CRITICISM (3)
Co':'er~ technical evolution and history of film.
Introduction to the
pr :tncl.ples of aesthetic critic ism, film analysis and the evolut1on
of themes and genres, while considering basic elements of cinema:
sc7eenwriting, direction, casting, production, cinematography and
edl.ting . Project option : twelve 1-1/2-page film reviews, three
4-page papers, or a 12-page analytical research paper.
Prerequisite: CA 230 MASS MEDIA, or Instructor approval.
CA 474 ADVERTISING

(3)
Principles and practices of advertising industry, including ter~,
background, types and styles, development of a portfolio, plannlng
and producing a campaign. Student will maintain a notebook of
~dvertisement samples, produce a campaign and present it before a
mock" panel for constructive critique
Prerequisite: CA 230 MASS MEDIA, or In~tructor approval.
CA 475 NEWSWRITING AND REPORTING (3)
~pplications of investigative techniques to interpretive reporting
ln areas of contemporary social political and cultural concern.
St';ldents will be required to re~earch and write news story,
edl.~orial, interpretive report and "think piece" on a specific
soc1al or political confrontation
Prerequisites: CA 230 MASS MEDIA ~nd CA 374 BASIC PRINT JOURNALIS"'
or Instructor approval.

CA 4~1 SENIOR PROJECT IN THEATER (3)
=~~~l.r~d of all Theater Majors. A synthesis of the student:s
c 0 11 em1.c and performing career at Regis College and the Reg1s
ege Theater culminating in an hour-long performance for facultY
14

and students. A student is expected to keep a log of his/her
experiences and books read in preparation for this project . A major
paper is to be turned in after the performance detailing the
processes used in developing the presentation . PROJECT MUST BE
APPROVED BY MIDTERMS OF THE SEVENTH SEMESTER OF STUDENT'S TRAINING.
Prerequisite: Instructor approval.
CA 495E SEMINAR IN GREAT PERIODS OF DRAMA I (3l
Juniors and Seniors only. "The Empty Space" by Peter Brooks must be
read BEFORE course begins. Oral presentation of periodic small
papers plus final major paper. Written reports on all major Chekov
plays. Also assigned texts, one major biography, and Stanislavsky's
"My Life in Art."
Prerequisite: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER.
CA 495F SEMINAR IN GREAT PERIODS OF DRAMA II (3)
Juniors and se niors only. Similar to CA 495 E GREAT PERIODS OF
DRAMA I, except concentration will be on Moliere's biography and
major works. Major paper required.
Prerequisite: CA 221 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER.
NOTE: All Communication Arts internships require approval of the
department chairperson and the agency providing the training.
Internships may only be taken twice, once in the major emphasis and
once for elective credit . Limited to juniors and seniors.
CA 498E INTERNSHIP IN TELEVISION (3)
Practical on-the-spot training in such areas of television as
programming, advertising , sales and promotion. Weekly journal and
final paper required .
Prerequisites: CA 230 MASS MEDIA and CA 442 BROADCAST PRACTICES AND
PRINCIPLES.
CA 498F INTERNSHIP IN FILM (3)
Practical on-the-spot training in film reviewing and film making.
Weekly journal and final paper required.
Prerequisites: CA 230 MASS MEDIA and CA 464 FILM CRITICISM
CA 498G INTERNSHIP IN RADIO (3)
Practical on-the-spot training in such areas of radio as
programming, producing, advertising, sales and promotion. Weekly
journal and final paper required.
Prerequisites: CA 230 MASS MEDIA and CA 442 BROADCAST PRACTICES AND
PRINCIPLES.
CA 498H INTERNSHIP IN PRINT MEDIA (3)
Practical on-the-spot training in such areas of print journalism as
newswriting, f e ature writing, editing, advertising and promotion.
weekly journal and final paper required.
Prere quisite s: CA 230 MASS MEDIA, CA 374 BASIC PRINT JOURNALISM, AND
CA 475 NEWSWRITING AND REPORTING
15
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CA 498 I INTERNSHIP IN PUBLIC RELATIONS 131
Practical on-the-spot training in various public relations
activit ics . Weekly journal and final paper required.
Prerequisite: CA 416 PUBLIC RELATIONS

CA 498J INTERNSHIP IN THEATER (31

Practical on-the-spot training in acting and directing. Available
au~~~~~er only .
Written requirement as stipulated by Instructor.
Prer quiaite: Inst ructor approval and CA 423 ACTING II orCA 436
DIRECTING THE PLAY.

CA 4981': INTERNSHIP IN ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION (3)
Practical on-the-spot experience applying theories of organizational
communication to situations inside an organization. Weekly journal
and final paper required.
Prcrequisl tea: CA 310 'mEORIES OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION and CA 418

ORGANIZATIO!AL COMMUNICATION
CA 498L INTERNSHIP IN ADVERTISING 131

. .

Practical on-the-spot training in such areas of advertulng .as
sales, lay-out design , and campaigns. ~eekly Journal and flnal
p p r requir d.
Pr r quisi tes: CA 230 MASS MEDIA and CA 474 ADVERTISING.
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NEW COURSES
The following courses have been added to the curriculum:
CS 498E-W INTERNSHIP IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (1-3)
An internship in computer science involves placement in industial,
government, or other agency for advanced computer science students.
Faculty approval , supervision and evluation of the student's work is
required for variable credit from 1-3 semester hours .
HU 3014 INTRODUCTION TO THE HUMANITIES (4)
An interdisciplinary course that considers the theme of ma n' s quest
for freedom in the 20th century . Literary readings include poetry ,
novels and short stories. Philosophic selectons from Dewey , Freud,
Sartre and Marx. Four hours per week include 2-hour fine arts
component in modern art and modern dance. Counts toward core
requirement in literature .
MU 213 ENJOYMENT OF MUSIC (3)
This course is designed to help students learn how to listen to
serious music and to relate its formal elements to its sensible
content.
PC 1501 FRESHMAN STUDIES (1)
The purpose of this cour se is to provide first semester freshmen
with college survival skills , to assist them with adjusting to
college life and to improve their approach to course work a nd
studying . Skills such as note taking , test taking, different
methods of readi ng texts , test preparation for different types of
courses , and study time management are included in the course.
Course is offered on a Pass/No Pass basis with an option to contract
for an A grade in t he course.
PE 3152 BASIC BACKPACKING TECHNIQUES (2)
An introductory experience in the sport of backpacking . Course
includes topographic map reading , use of compass and map in route
finding, mountain survival skills, accident and illness prevention ,
search and rescue techniques , food selection and preparation,
clothing and equipment selection and use , individual and group
backpacking skills. Course meets for two SO-minute sessions each
week for lecture, plus two all-day hiking experiences.
PE 3162 PRINCIPLES OF PERSONAL FITNESS (2)
This course is meant to develop a total fitness plan for the
non-athlete student. Fitness components of strength, endurance and
flexibility are developed through aerobics, weight training , weight
control and a wide variety of exercises. Students are educated in
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the theories and principles of different fitness plans which must be
considered when developing a personal plan for fitness. One
lecture/discussion plus two activity sessions per week.
PE 322 ADVANCED LIFE SAVING AND WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTOR (3)
Instruction and practice of strokes, survival and rescue skills
necessary for the American Red Cross Advanced Lifesaving
certification. Methods of teaching water safety and swimming
strokes at all Red Cross levels .
Emphasis on skill analysis and
stroke correction.
Course leads to American Red Cross Water Safety
Instructor certification.
AC / BA/ EC/ PL Y 361 VALUE ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY BUSINESS (3)
This course addresses the ethical principles of government and
private business policies, and the ethical issues which are part of
or the result of those policies.
Prerequisite: PL 250 INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY.
Beginning fall semester, 1982, the following prerequisite policy
will be in effect:
AC/ BA/ EC/ PL Y 495E ETHICAL DECISION MAKING IN BUSINESS (3)
Pre requisite: AC/BA/ EC/ PL Y 361 VALUE ISSUES IN CONTEMPO~Y
BUSINESS and senior standing, or permission of the Instructor ·
The following changes become e ffective fall semester, 1982, for all
students who have reached junior standing:
BA 451A HUMAN RELATIONS IN BUSINESS I
MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES (3).
BA 451B HUMAN RELATIONS IN BUSINESS II
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR (3).
BA 481 BUSINESS LAW I
(3).

( 3) has been retitled BA 452
(3)

has been retitled BA 4S 4

( 3 l has been retitled BA 481A BUSINESS LAii I

BA 482 BUSINESS LAW I I ( 3 l has been retitled BA 481B BUSINESS LAii II
( 3).

The fir~t semester of Business Law, BA 481A BUSINESS LAW I (3) will
be requ~red for Business Administration majors.
FIELD EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
=~in~ing fall semester, 1982, seniors will be allowed to take field
per7ence, subject to approval by the Director of the Field
Exper~ence Program.
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SENIOR COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATIONS
When double majoring in Biology and Chemistry, the Senior
Comprehensive Examination can be taken in either area (not both) .
Beginning fall semester, 1982, a Senior Comprehensive Examination
will be required of all English majors. Students should consult
with the English Department Chairperson regarding format and time.
CLASS ATTENDANCE
A student is expected to make every effort to attend all class
meetings. Attendance standards are established by various academic
departments. When the number of injustifiable absences in a course
exceeds the number stipulated by the instructor, the instructor
immediately informs the student of the fact and sends a report to
the Office of the Registrar. The student will be excluded from the
class and his or her grade will be reported as "Z" (failure by
absence).
APPEALS OF DISPUTED GRADES
Effective fall semester, 1982, item 4 on page 14 will be corrected
to read:
4. All appeals must be initiated within the first month of the
semester following receipt of the grade.
NATURAL SCIENCE AND/ OR MATHEMATICS SCHOLARSHIPS
In order to be considered for a Natural Science and/ or Mathematics
Scholarship, a student will need a 3.5 cumulative grade point
average at his / her present school . In subsequent years, the student
will need to maintain at least a 3.0 cumulative grade point at Regis
College in order to continue the scholarship. The 3.0 maintenance
regulation will include Natural Science and Mathematics Scholarship
winners currently attending Regis.
DOUBLE COUNTING MAJOR COURSES
Beginning fall semester, 1982, any course taken toward any major in
a department or division will also count toward the general College
core requirements. A single course cannot, however, satisfy two
general College core requirements.
DEAN'S LIST
Beginning fall semester, 1982, any degree seeking student who
carries a semester load of 15 or more graded hours and who earns a
mi nimum grade point average of 3.7 will be placed on the Dean's
List. A student taking 12 or more graded hours who is enrolled for
3 or more hours Pass/ No Pass not at their option may not be excluded
from the Dean's List.
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GRADUATION HONORS
Beginning 1982-83 academic year , the following policy will be in
effect:
Graduation honors are applicable to students having accumulated 128
or more credit hours.
Graduates with a cumulative average of 3.9 or above will be
graduated SUMMA CUM LAUDE.
Those with a cumulative average of 3. 7 - 3.89 will be graduated
MAGNA CUM LAUDE.
Those with a cumulative average of 3. 5 - 3. 69 will be graduated CUM
LAUDE.
All students, to be eligible for honors at graduation, whether they
are transfer students or students opting for Pass/No Pass courses,
must meet the following requirement:
. .
A student must have 60 or more graded hours at Regis to be ellg1ble
to graduate with honors.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Students who plan to leave Regis for one or two semesters and then
plan to return have the option of applying for a leave of absence.
This status guarantees them the same core and major/minor
requirements that applied to them before leaving Regis and a~so
allows them to pre-register during the semester prior to t~eH
return. Leave of Absence application forms are available 1n the
Student Academic Services Office.
SUSPENSION POLIC'i
·
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Any student whose cumulative grade point average falls be~ow 2.0
suspen~able from the college following review by the corrun1ttee on
Probat1on and Suspension and approval of the Dean of the College.
S~udents who fall below the required cumulative grade poin~ averages
l1st7d . below, or the students on probation who do not ~ulflll the
cond1t~ons of their probationary contract, will be subJeCt to
academ1c suspension for a minimum of one calendar year:
Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors

0-29
30-59
60-91
92-

hours
hours
hours
hours

attempted
attempted
attempted
atLempted

minimum
minimum
minimum
minimum

G.P.A.
G.P.A.
G. P.A.
G.P.A.

1. 60
1. 80
1. 90

2.00

At th7 e':ld of the period of suspension, the student may seek
by presenting to the Committee on Probation anddm'1 ss1on
.
sreadm1ss1on
·
u~pens1on the following documents: a letter requestng rea
nd
whl'?h.demonstrates a readiness for serious academic endeavor, aved
off1c1al transcripts for twelve or more samester hours of appro
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academic work taken elsewhere during the suspension period. To
insure acceptability of course work to the Committee , suspended
students should obtain prior approval of courses to be taken during
the suspension period . The Committee will approve course work
through the Student Academic Services Office.
UNCLASSIFIED STUDENT POLICY
The new unclassified student policy is as follows:
Non-degree seeking students who desire nine or fewer hours of credit
may enroll at Regis College as unclassified students if they possess
a high school diploma or equivalent certificate more than one
calendar year old. Unclassified students must submit their
application before the beginning of the semester in which they plan
to enroll . A $100.00 deposit, which reserves academic space, is
required.
The Director of Academic Advising advises unclassified students. An
unclassified student may take any lower division course, with the
exception of courses in the Commitment Program. Such a student may
not live in the College residence halls unless there is written
consent to do so by the Dean for Student Life. If an unclassified
student's cumulative grade point is below 2.0 after attempting nine
hours, the Committee on Probation and Suspension may recommend
suspension of the student.
Students who already hold a Bachelor degree need not apply for
formal admission to the College after attempting nine hours. These
students may also take upper division course work. Undergraduate
part-time students wishing to register for courses above the nine
hour limit need to apply for regular classification through the
Admissions Office.
APPLICATION FEE
A non-refundable fee of $20.00 (check or money order) is required
with the completed application for admission from all new students,
transfer students and non-degree seeking students.
LATE ADMISSIONS POLICY
1. Students who apply on or before the first day of class may be
allowed to register as late as the end of the Drop/Add period at the
discretion of the Assistant Dean, Student Academic Services.
2. People who wish to apply between the first day of class and the
end of the Drop/ Add period will be cleared on a case-by-case basis
by the Assistant Dean of the College.
3. The students should have at least an unofficial transcript of
their work to date. Any students who are attempting to process
financial aid, guaranteed student loan, or veteran's paperwork, or
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those who cannot meet their financial obligation irrunediately, vill
be encouraged to wait until the following semester.
4. These students will not have priority in getting courses,
especially closed courses.
5. The Assistant Dean, or his or her designee, will be the advisor
of these students to help with the immediate hurdle of arriving
late. This advisor should deal with any additional problems as they
arise during the course of the semester.
CREDIT BY EXAM
l.
The acceptable minimum scores on standard national examinations
are as follows:
General Examination
Subject Examination
Advanced Placement
PEP
General DANTES
Subject DANTES
General USAFI
Subject USAFI
In-house

SO% (per ACE)
level (Standardized score>
To be determined by department chairperson
after reviewing exam syllabi
To be determined by department chairperson
on per need basis
50% (per ACE)
c level (Standardized score>
50% (per ACE)
30% (per ACE)
c or better; recorded as •p•

c

2. Credit for PEP will be reviewed for course equivalency by the
department chairperson on a case-by-case basis.
3a. Ba~ed on the current Special Programs core, it is not possi~:re
to nat1onally test for the following core requirements because
are no national tests in these areas:
6 hours
Philosophy
6 hours
Religious Studies
3 b. Based on the current main campus core, it is not possible to
nationally test for the following core requirements because there
are no national tests in these areas:
2 hours
CA 210 speech communications
6 hours
Philosophy
9 hours
Religious Studies
4 hours
Natural Science with lab
3 hours
Economic Systems
4•

The following are the maximum acceptable credit by examination
hours towards graduation (128 hours):
30 hours General exams (both CLEP and DANTES>
30 hours Subject exams (both CLEP and DANTES>
The greatest amount any student can earn through the
general exams is 30 hours.
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5. There is no restriction on when a national or in-house exam may
be taken and credit awarded. A student may take in-house exams for
lower division courses in a sequential program of study whether or
not they have had upper division work . However, if a student has
had higher level work in that discipline, he/she must have the
department chair's approval to take credit by exam for lower level
work. There is one exception to the above. In the case of
sequential programs , students cannot CLEP at or below the level of
the course they place into. This placement is based on previous
transcripts and/or placement exams .
6 . Information regarding procedures for earning credit by
examinatio n is available in the Registrar ' s Office .
EDUCATOR'S GRANT (EG)
Regis College has a commitment to education and a particular
affinity to members of the teaching community. Therefore, Regis
offers an Educator's Grant (EG) which provides a 55% discount on
tuition for the traditional undergraduate program to full-time
teachers, principals and counselors who are employed in a primary,
secondary, or post-secondary school and are under contract for
employment to begin in not more than 120 days subsequent to the date
of registering at Regis, or are members of a teaching community.
Funds are limited and priority consideration is given to those
qualified students applying to the Financial Aid Office by March 15 .
However, students applying after this date will be awarded if funds
are available . Proof of eligibility is required.
CONTINUING EDUCATION GRANT (CEG)
Regis College has a special commitment to those individuals seeking
new knowledge throughout their lifetimes. To this group , Regis
offers a Continuing Education Grant (CEG) which allows a 35%
discount on tuition. The individual student must be enrolled in the
traditional Regis College undergraduate program and must be:
a. An UNCLASSIFIED STUDENT taking one class (3 or 4 credit hours
a semester. The student must have a high school diploma (or
its equivalent) or a bachelor ' s degree; or
b . A DEGREE-SEEKING STUDENT , at least 25 years of age , who
enrolls part-time (ll hours or less . )
Application is made to the Financial Aid Office. Funds are
extremely limited and will go to first qualified students applying .
The priority date for applying is March 15 , but students applying
after this date will be awarded if funds are available.
FINANCIAL AID SATISFACTORY PROGRESS CONDITIONS
To receive financial aid, a student must be enrolled for a
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prescribed number of credit hours, must complete those hours and
must maintain a 2.0 cumulative grade point average (GPAl.
A full-time student is one who is enrolled for and completes 12 or
more hours a semester . A part-time student is one who is enrolled
and completes at least 6 hours but not more than 11 hours a
semester.
Financial aid probation is imposed when a student does not
satisfactorily complete a minimum number of credit hours. Aid will
continue through one semester of financial aid probation. Part-till!
students must complete all hours attempted and full-time students
must earn 12 hours during the probationary semester in order to
remain eligible for aid. If probationary status is not removed, the
student is suspended from aid for one semester. The student must
complete 12 credit hours (or 6-11 for part-time) during this
semester to regain eligibility for financial aid.
In addition to enrollment requirements, the student's cumulative GPA
must be at least 2. 0. The cumulative GPA is monitored in May of
each year.
If it is below a 2. 0, the student will be suspended fro•
aid for the year following or until the cumulative GPA is 2.0 or
above, whichever occurs first . However, the student is required to
notify the Financial Aid Office in writing if (s)he anticipates that
the. GPA will meet minimum requirements before grades are again
mon1tored the following May.
T~ere is an appeal process for hardship cases and/or unusual
c1rcumstances. Appeals may be submitted to the Director of
Financial Aid.
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